
LETTERS TO THE AUDITOR
By John C. Landreth, CPA

Welcome to this issue’s Letters to the
Auditor. In this issue we hear from
the reader who has been stung by the
elusive cash fraud/audit plan para-
dox....

Dear Letters to the Auditor,
Like everyone today, I’ve tried

real hard to balance all of our
Hospital’s risks (and needs) with our
available resources. We have a com-

prehensive plan that covers just about every imaginable risk in
terms of revenue, expense, fraud and abuse and cash. We have
limited resources but a “full platter of risk”. However, we can’t be
everywhere doing everything.

In the past, Management has understood this. But last
week a major cash fraud occurred. I’m disappointed that this hap-
pened. We weren’t there at the right time to find it. (It was on our
schedule for next year.) Now I wonder if Management is ques-
tioning our basic set of audit skills. What can I do to provide them
with a “balanced” perspective on the situation ?

Signed,
Cashed Out,

Dear Cashed Out,
I agree, cash is a two edged sword. It can hurt you both

ways. If that’s &l you do, your relevance to the organization will
be undermined. If you ignore it, when something goes awry you’ll
be accused of being indifferent to “fundamentals”.

I remember reading once that there are “satisfiers” and
“dissatisliers”. Cash audits are “satisfiers”. An example of a “sat-
isfier” is a employee with a convenient parking space. He doesn’t
talk to his fellow co-workers or his wife about that convenient
parking space - it’s just there. But when management changes the
employee parking lot and he has to walk three blocks. This now
becomes a “dissatislier”.  He tells everyone - he’s unhappy. There
are just some things that people “expect” as part of the status quo.
When you don’t do them, they are unhappy.

Let’s say for example that you had a significant and in-
tensive cash audit program requiring 50 or 75% of your staff time.
When you meet with your CFOICEOIor EVP, and you tell them,
“I’ve been doing cash audits all day, every week, every month”,
they will say “good job” stifle a yawn and, you’ll see them less.
You’ll eventually find a appropriate place of “institutional irrel-
evance”.

No great shakes if you do a great job, but if something
slips by and it happens, it can be a BIG dissatisfier  because its
perceived to be so fundamental to our purpose and basic
proficiencies.

a significant “institutional risk” to you if something goes signifi-
cantly wrong. (The institutional will be line - you, however, might
not be part of it anymore.)

The reality is that as long as people are exposed to cash,
people are going to try to steal it. No matter how well designed
controls can be, people who are inclined to steal and who are work
with these controls, day to day, will find a way.

The Balancing Act - Potholes vs. the Fast Moose
The challenge for an audit director is to find the right

balance of cost effective coverage of cash controls while at the
same time keeping abreast and current of the more real and formi-
dable challenges on the horizon, such as, Medicare fraud and abuse,
tax exempt and inurement issues, and the whole broad range of
new regulatory challenges facing hospitals. These are the areas
that management perks up their ears and pays attention to. (Mainly
because some of these “challenges” can land them in jail).

Management expects you to cover all of the risks and ap-
prise the of them “pot holes on the road”, they view “Cash” as an
avoidable pothole. But as we all know, cash can be the “fast moose
on the side of the road” that you can’t always anticipate and Man-
agement may wonder why you couldn’t see it coming.

I believe that you are on the right track. It sounds like
you have a well balanced audit plan and that you’ve been regularly
communicating it to management. If you’ve been communicating
your efforts to balance all risks with limited resources, then (hope-
fully) they’ll regain their senses and get back their perspective .

This also might be a good time to take a hard look at your
cash audit program. Possibly, your staff may have grown lacka-
daisical and your cash program may be too “cookbook” oriented. I
don’t know the details of your cash fraud, but I would thoroughly
analyze why it happened and develop an appropriate action plan
that anticipates similar situations in the future.

Don’t Engage in “YO-YO” Auditing.
Keep your principles intact on broad institutional cover-

age. Don’t go from one extreme to the other. You will fail to make
any real progress in either direction, Be careful that you don’t go
overboard and undermine the overall scope and integrity of your
plan. Otherwise, when fraud and abuse/inurement issues arise
and you’re fully “covered” for Cash, Management will be asking
the same questions when the other fast moose crosses the road.

Good Luck, and may the “cash” be with you . . . .

Well that b all for this issue IY Letters to the Auditor, please keep
yourfaxes, letters andphone calls coming in. Ourphone number
is (312) 908-2944, orfax  number is (312) 908-317.5  and our email
address is “j landret @ nmh.org.  ”

Cash Is Not Sexy (except to the thief)
In the vast majority of instances, these thefts will be small.

(A “material” cash fraud in a Hospital would have to be enor-
mous). Which brings up another paradox, when you really get down
to it, there is really little institutional risk with Cash, but, there is
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